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ABSTRACT

The combined role of inele.stic scattering with nucleons and con loving secondary par-

- ticles in J/_, suppression isexplored. An analysis of the latest FNAL and CERN

data suggests that the hi;_h-density comover contribution emerges with increasing

, incident energy and A.
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MeasUrements of J/¢ suppression by NA38 [1] strongly suggest the formation

of high energy density m._tter in the centrM rapidity region of light-ion collisions
with a uranium target. .k unique quantitative in'cerpretation of this data is cur-
rently prevented since rezclear effects that also contribute t.o 'tiffs phenomena are

not sufficiently understood. Significantly, a similar suppre_ssion is evident from t.iIe
A-dependence of J/¢ ha.troproduction [2,3]. The hadron-nucleus phenomena l_as
previously been attributed to a single nuclear effect, J/_, absorption by scat, tct:ing
w{th nucleons.

We study the combir.ed role of inelastic final-state scattering with ilucleons

and comoving secondary ladrons on the suppression of d/u', production in }tadron-
nucleus, hA, and nucleus-nucleus, AB, collisions. Our model is formulated from

and applied to the FNA::_ E537 125 GeV rr-A data [3} and the NAaS results in
Ref. [5]. There, we found that mlclear scattering dominates the suppression in h A
collisions while a comparz.ble contribution from scattering in the dense comow_r _;as
appears in the AB case. Here, we .confront t,he recent preliminary E77.2 pA data
at 800 GeV discussed by J. Moss in tb.ose proceedings and find that the comover
contribution can become ,,;ubstantial in hA interactionu at these considerably higher

energies.
We consider nfidrapidity J/¢ production since the nlajot'ity _f J/_,.,'s _tre pro-

duced there, comover eff,.'cts are strongest, and the c_ production nlecllallisln
semihard gluon fusion _ s best.understood. At SPS energies, a cc pair in I)ro(l;lc_,¢t,

when the projectile nucle_ts crashes through the target. For the pair to form a d/' c,,
it must first escape these .mclei without experiencing nucleon collisions. The pair is
initially small, with a spalial extent on tlm order of its production time -_ M,7._, 'I'lle
color transparency of this small pair effectively reduces its absorption cross section.
The cross Section is assui:.aed to reach its full }iadronic value at the formation time

rC, roughly thetime needed for the pair to separate to the J/t/, binding radius.
In a hA collision at ir.lpact parameter b, the survival probability of a pair pro-

duced at longitudinal position z with velocity v is

{/? }' 5_u,.=exp - dz'pA(b,z')o'_b_({z'- z}/Tvr¢) , (1)

where PA isthe nuclear d_.,nsity and cr,b, is the e_-N a,bsorption cross section. (The
product of two such factors arises in AB collisions,) To simulate color transparency,
we allow er_b, to grow witlt proper time as er_u._= _ro('r/r¢) '_while "r < rv,, sa,turatillg
at the hadronic value _t,,_ = rr0 afterwards. The 7 of the pair accounts for the
Lorentz dilation of the focmation time ii1 the target frame, and has the i,rlportant

effect of reducing nuclear absorption of midrapidity d/¢'s wit.h increasing beam
energy.

If the ce pair escapes lhe nucleus, it may yet scatter with comovers, which form
at a time "ro-, 1- 2 fm characteristic of soft processes. The comover contribution

to the survival probabilit:, is roughly

 rti:= ro '

:1 L
lmI ,,m, ,inl r,,miM



where R is the transverse size of the systeln, (r_o is the c_-comover absorption cross

section, and v is the rel_.tive velocity of the J/¢ and comovers. We expect the

contribution of the initial colnover rapidity density to grow with the center-of-

mass energy v_aS dN/c'.y _ a + bln2s in the Central region where a and b are

empirical constants [4], araounting to a 30% multiplicity increase at E772 compared

to E537. We therefore ex2ect comover scattering to increase with increasing beam

energy while nuclear abscrption is reduced. On thebasis of (1) and (2), we expect

comover scattering to become the dominant absorption mechanism in hA collisions

for beam momenta excee(iing --_ 1 TeV [5]., somewhat above the E772 energy.

We determine a range of the parameters ct0, c7,o, t_,, and 7"¢through examination

of the 125 GeV E537 7r-4 data and the NA38 O+U data. We find that (ro = 20

mb, Crmo= 1.7 mb,-rc 0,7 fm, and n > 1 -2 bestdescribe the data. Interestingly,

the fit proceedure yields '-¢ = 0.7 - 1 'fm in accord with the simple binding-radius
t

estimate for all _ > 1. In fig. la, we compar e this fit with a calculation neglecting
formation time effects, i.e. _ = 0. When n = 0, varying the cemover component

does not change the ,4 dependence.

In fig. lb, we compare our calculated pT-integrated J/1/_-to-continuum yield

Y(ET) to the NA38 O+[ data. Both the data and cMculations are normalized to

Y(ET = 23GEV _ since al,solute cross sections are not reported. To calculate the

three curves in 'rg. lb, w,_ employ parameters that yield approximately equivalent

agreement wit] E537. Tlte solid curves in figs. ia and lb are calculated using the

same values. ']_'he dashed curve neglecting comovers lies above the data. while the

dot,dashed curve assumir.g a large cornover contribution with crmo_ 6 mb lies below.

The E772 collaboration has recently reported the A dependence of J/_l ,_, a',

and T production [6]. F reliminary results show that, the d/_/, and ¢' appee.r to

have similar A depender.ees while the T dependence is weaker. The measured

A dependence is shown n fig. lc, along with our model extrapolated to higher

energy. To calculate the J/_l,'s .4 dependence in 800 GeV pA collsions, we take

the energy dependence o7 (1) and (2) into account and usethe parameter values

from the low energy fits cf. the solid curves in figs, la and lb. To calculate

the Ct and T A depende:lce we scale 0"0 and crmoaccording to the meson sizes [7],

taking erhN = o'j/¢N(Rh/Rj/¢) '2, leading to the estimates cr¢,N = 3.7a'a/_.W and
.t

drTN -- 0.25 O'j/q, N, Tile _ormation times of the resonances are 'r,/,, = 1.5 fm and

rv = 0.76 fm [8], Note hat the 'fluctuations' seen in the calculation arise from

the natural variation of tlm density profile from nucleus to nucleus [9]. Since ratios

and not absolute cross sections are reported by E772, we normalize our calculations

to the carbon point. (While not essential, we choose to normalize to carbon for

simplicity because our formulation is not. sutNciently refined to reliably calculate

p + d -, ¢.) We stress that a direct comparison with cross sections would provicle

a much more rigorous tc, t. Nevertheless, the unexpectedly remarkable agreement

in fig. lc with the tfigh energy hA data encourages us t,o believe that I_enchm_trk

estimates of hadronic effezts may be possible at RItIC energies where quark-glrton

plasma production is per]taps inescapable.
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FIGURE 1.

(a) The model of [5] is compared to data from the 125 GeV E537 7r-A experiment
[3]. The solid line shows our calculation for _0 - 20 mb, Cr¢o= 1.7 mb, and

> 1- 2, while the dashed line shows'a conventional A °'94 dependence in the

absence of formation time effects (cro = 4.5 mb, Crco- 0, and re = 0). (b) The

calculated relative yie!d }'(Er) compared to the NA38 AB data [I]for parameters
determined from E537 _'.l., The solid line corresponds to Lhc same values as the

' solid line in la,. The dashed line simws cr0 = 24 mb and Crco= 0 while the dot-dashed

curve shows ct0 = 11 mb _.nd cr¢o= 5.7 mb. (c) The A dependences of J/_/,, _', and

T deduced from the lower energy data are shown with the preliminary E772 data
[6]. The solidline, showing the d/¢ dependence uses the same parameters as in [5],
c,f. 1_ and lb. The ¢' and T cross sections are scaled from the J/_l, values and are
given by the dashed and ,lot-dashed curves respectively.
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